
Welcome to the latest edition of LASSI in Action ? our popular 
effort to inform those interested in LASSI of the successful efforts 
of others in varied programs across the spectrum of academic 
programs.

This edition features six articles about pre-emptive programs aimed at catching students 
before a lack of study strategies creates problems threatening college success. These 
programs bring welcome news to administrators seeking cost-effective ways of 
implementing improved policies and practices for large swaths of the student body. The 
same programs document the ways that faculty members working daily with students can 
more effectively begin moving them toward changes in study routines that will make their 
efforts more successful.

Fall 2017 Edition 

Top- Down  and  Bot t om- Up  Assessment s 
Academic institutions use two major types of assessments. 

Top-Down assessments are usually administrative driven, require 
large economic outlays, seek data for institutional improvement, and 
data is not quickly shared with others.

By contrast, Bottom-Up assessments are usually faculty driven, 
require small economic outlays, seek data for individual student 
improvement, and data is immediately available for action.

Both types of assessments are valuable, but each has its limitations. 

LASSI is an assessment that is both top-down and bottom-up.  Its 
feedback mechanisms serve administrations well while providing 
faculty with full use of group data and students with full use of 
personal data.  Every person controls the data that pertains to their 
position in the institution.  That is one of the reasons LASSI has a 
30-year record of success.  It explains why most students 
immediately show signs of having benefited from taking it. 
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Patrick Henry Community College 
(PHCC) has been using the LASSI 
assessment since 2009 in various 
courses and programs. Instructors 
were assessing students in remedial 
reading and writing courses, College 
Survival Skills, and as an evaluation to 
determine if students were eligible for 
specific programs designed for at-risk 
students. The results, however, were 
not being used to analyze student 
needs to provide a more in-depth 
portrait of the community college 
student body as a whole. 

In 2016, the Virginia Community 
College System (VCCS) was preparing 
for a new system-wide initiative, 
Complete 2021, that requires each 
community college to triple the 
number of credentials awarded in the 
system by 2021. This initiative was a 
reaction to the national focus on 
improving completion rates and to 
increasing the percentage of the 
population with additional credentials 
beyond the high school diploma. In an 
attempt to understand low completion 
rates at community colleges and to 
provide a strategy to increase student 

success, the VCCS and many other 
state community college systems have 
adopted Bailey, Jaggars, and Jenkins's 
(2015)Redesigning America's 
Community Colleges: A Clearer Path to 
Student Success as a blueprint for 
restructuring the traditional 
community college. Their primary 
emphasis is to limit course options in 
order to reduce frustration and 
confusion, but the authors only briefly 
discuss the necessary involvement 
required by the students themselves 
in the learning process. At PHCC 
student success is our college vision 
and an integral component of the 
college mission statement. In order to 
"place the student in the center of his 
or her learning so that the student can 
connect his or her inner world to the 
outer world" (Barbezat & Bush, 2014, 
p. 6), we were investigating methods 
that had not already been utilized. As 
Keeling and Hersh (2012) explained, 
students who are lacking a readiness 
to learn experience more challenges 
in higher education than students who 
are prepared and ready.  This lack of 
readiness could be the result of 
students experiencing chronic stress

Ref ocusing   on   St udent s'   needs   t o 
enhance    per f or mance   and   wel l being
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that makes learning or retaining 
information difficult or impossible 
(Keeling & Hersh, 2012; Willingham, 
2010; Zull, 2002, 2011), and/or 
believing in a fixed mindset and not 
believing that intelligence can change 
(Dweck, 2006). In Goldstein's (2015) 
work, he also described characteristics 
of depression and learned 
helplessness. Individuals with these 
experiences often feel that they are 
not in control of their learning and 
may stop trying even when methods 
and strategies for success are 
available. 

At that time, I decided to reexamine 
our LASSI data. According to the 
assessment, students scoring 50 or 
below in any category may need 
assistance to be successful. During the 
fall 2015 semester, 30 students 
enrolled in an SDV 108: College 
Survival Skills course completed the 
LASSI assessment with 66.6% (n=20) 
scoring 50 or below in anxiety. 
Forty-three percent scored 25 or 
below and 36.6% scored 15 or below. 
Other categories such as 
concentration, attitude, and 
motivation showed similar patterns. In 
addition, when analyzing LASSI scores 
of students who did not return for the 
fall 2015 semester, patterns of low 
scores in the anxiety and 
concentration categories were similar. 

As explained in Bailey, Jaggars, and 
Jenkins's (2015) work, many 
foundations have been funding 
various initiatives to increase 

community college enrollments, to 
improve tutoring programs, and to 
reduce the time under-prepared 
students were spending in 
developmental or remedial education. 
However, the authors admit that these 
efforts were not increasing graduation 
rates as much as predicted. Could 
other factors such as anxiety levels, 
inability to concentrate, and attitude 
be a critical component of the 
students' college experiences? 

During the spring 2016 semester, I 
received a grant to document student 
LASSI scores and classroom behavior 
for one of my remedial reading and 
writing courses. Seventeen students 
completed the LASSI assessment. Of 
those students, 53.9% (n=9) were 
identified as needing assistance 
dealing with anxiety, 35% (n=6) 
needing assistance with a negative 
attitude about college, 35% (n=6) 
needing assistance with 
concentration, and 47% (n=8) needing 
assistance with a lack of motivation 
regarding college. 

"Pl ace  t he  st udent   in 

t he  cent er   of   his  or   her  

l ear ning  so  t hat   t he 

st udent   can  connect   his 

or   her   inner   wor l d  t o 

t he  out er   wor l d."
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After taking the assessment, the students 
met with me individually to discuss their 
results. Students were not surprised 
about their results, and we discussed 
some strategies they could practice 
during the semester. During the 
semester, as I worked with students, it 
was obvious that students were 
struggling to pay attention and to focus 
during class assignments. 

For example, until recently, it was 
required that every student applying to a 
VCCS college took a series of placement 
tests in reading, writing, and 
mathematics. When I compared the 
placement test writing sample with the 
first essay assigned to the students, the 
essays for class were much better. When 
we discussed the differences during our 
one-on-one meetings, many students 
explained that they just did not want to 
write and that they were tired. Some 
students also stated that they just clicked 
answers because the test was taking too 
long. My primary research question for 
the grant was to analyze anxiety and to 
provide strategies to reduce anxiety, 
however, while observing the students 
during the semester I realized that the 
inability to concentrate was even more 
problematic for student success. 

After the spring 2016 study, I read a 
report by the Wisconsin Hope Lab, Too 
Distressed to Learn?: Mental Health 
Among Community College Students that 
further explained the need for another 
approach to teaching community college 
students. PHCC is currently in the 
process of restructuring the student 
development courses to address anxiety, 
concentration, and attitude. As a major 
component of the new course, students 

will be developing an individualized 
action plan to help guide them while at 
PHCC and beyond. The LASSI assessment 
will be used during the first semester 
course, and students will work on 
methods to address their personal 
needs. Students will then retake the 
LASSI assessment during the last 
semester capstone or student 
development course and we will begin 
comparing the results. 

At this time, our Quality Enhancement 
Plan (QEP) for reaccreditation affirmation 
is being developed and will be focusing 
on employability or soft skills. While 
reviewing the literature, it is obvious that 
many skills being assessed by LASSI are 
similar to those many employers are 
considering a deficit for recent college 
graduates and new employees. This 
means that not only is the LASSI 
assessment a powerful tool to assist 
students with college success, but also an 
asset in providing students with a 
positive direction going into the future as 
they start their new careers after 
graduation. 

My  pr imar y  r esear ch  quest ion  f or   t he 

gr ant   was  t o  analyze  anxiet y  and  t o 

pr ov ide  st r at egies  t o  r educe  anxiet y, 

however ,  whil e  obser v ing  t he  st udent s 

dur ing  t he  semest er   I  r eal ized  t hat   t he 

inabil it y  t o  concent r at e  was  even  mor e 

pr obl emat ic  f or    st udent   success. 
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At Clarke University, students placed 
on Academic Probation are required 
to create an Academic Success 
Agreement, meet with the Learning 
Specialist regularly, and take the 
1-credit course CU100: College Study 
Strategies. In designing and teaching 
the course, I created authentic 
activities that engage students in 
setting goals and using strategies that 
will increase this success. This goal 
setting and self-reflection facilitates 
growth mindset in that it challenges 
them to think about their strengths 
and weaknesses, strategies they have 
used in the past, and how they can 
use the new strategies to improve 
their performance. Additionally, 
students are encouraged to reflect on 
the campus resources available to 
them that will help them with 
achieving their goals and make plans 
for implementing those resources. 
Since most students on probation do 
not yet have a growth mindset, the 
LASSI has been a useful tool for them 
to quantify their strengths and 
weaknesses and set the goals for the 
semester. In essence, the LASSI helps 
me achieve buy in from the students.

In the first class and in our first 
regular meeting, students take and 
share the results of the LASSI and the 

goals they set for themselves for the 
semester. Both administrations are 
included in the course text, 16 Weeks 
to College Success (Burkart, 2015 
https:/ /he.kendallhunt.com/product/

16-weeks-college-success). In initial 
one-one conferences and class 
discussion, students overwhelmingly 
confirm the scores to be accurate and 
begin to realize the reasons they have 
been unsuccessful in college. The 
scores trigger a desire for success in 
the students, and in class, I discuss 
research about metacognition, growth 
mindset, and grit that confirms that 
they can succeed, and they own the 
power to change their success 
(Bandura, 1994; Marzano, 2001; 
Dweck, 2007; Ducksworth, 2016). 
Students are encouraged to create 
goals in the following areas: time 
management, reading, organization, 
use of campus resources, note-taking, 
studying, and test-taking.

Each week of the 16 week course, 
students use the course text, 16 
Weeks to College Success (Burkart, 
2015 https:/ /he.kendallhunt.com/

product/16-weeks-college-success) 
and class instruction to practice, 
reflect on and discuss how they will 
apply the featured strategy in their

Using  t he  LASSI  t o  Engage  Metacognit ive  St r at egies  t hat   Fost er   a  Gr owt h 

Mindset   in  Col l ege  St udent s  Pl aced  on  Academic  Pr obat ion

Dr .  Gina  Bur kar t ,  Lear ning  Special ist ,  Cl ar ke  Univer sit y
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courses during the week. As part of 
this reflection, students are directed 
back to the LASSI scores that correlate 
with the strategy and their goals. For 
example, the time management score 
on the LASSI is used when discussing 
and practicing new time management 
strategies, and when students learn 
new college reading strategies, they 
are directed to look at the SMI and 
INP scores. Students also engage in 
online discussion throughout the 
week on a Moodle discussion board in 
responding to questions about the 
strategies and how they are using the 
strategies. As part of the discussion, 
students are required to post a 150 
word response to the question and a 
50 word response to one of their 
classmate's responses. At the final 
conferences, students often share that 
the online discussions were a valuable 
part of their growth, as they saw that 
they were not alone in their struggles 
and got ideas from each other.

As assessment of the course 
curriculum and their own growth and 
use and application of the strategies, 
students are required to organize a 
portfolio around their goals and the 

strategies they have used. In the 
portfolio, they are required to include 
a one-page reflection about how they 
grew in their goal areas over the 
course of the semester and how they 
used the course strategies to facilitate 
that growth. They are to also include 
evidence of the campus resources 
they used and their online discussion 
blogs. In organizing the portfolio, 
students are asked to create a section 
for each strategy covered in class that 
includes artifacts of how they used the 
strategy and improved throughout the 
semester. The pre and post LASSI 
scores also provide quantitative 
evidence of growth. For example, in 
the time management section, 
students might include pages from 
their planner, a study schedule, 
weekly "to do" lists, the semester 
calendar, and so on. For reading, they 
may include copies of textbook pages 
with SQ3R annotations, a short story 
with critical reading annotations, KWL 
charts, and concept maps. What is 
included in the sections is unique to 
each student and his or her authentic 
application of the strategies.  Key to 
the assessment is their ability to show

Ar t icl e   2  Cont inued
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understanding of the strategy and artifacts and meaningfully discuss how the 
application of the strategy related to their strengths and weaknesses and overall 
growth.

The portfolios are presented in individual 15-minute conferences at midterm 
and at the end of the semester. In the conferences, the students present their 
portfolio to the instructor and explain how they are using the strategies and 
how they are progressing in achieving their goals. At the final conference, 
students are challenged to reflect on how they will continue to apply and use 
the strategies in the following semester based on the courses that they will be 
taking and their understanding of self. The post-LASSI scores are key to this 
conference because the scores display tremendous growth in all areas of the 
LASSI and offer evidence of how using the strategies made a difference, which 
reinforces growth mindset. As a result, the students learn that they are in 
control of their own growth and engage in metacognitive discussion about how 
to use the strategies effectively based on their strengths, weaknesses, and the 
context of their courses.

This use of the LASSI with the course curriculum has proven very successful in 
helping students succeed. Here are some highlights from an analysis of the 
course and LASSI data.

Fal l  2016 CU-100 Col lege Study Strategy data (3 sections, total  of  31 
students)

- 77% of  the students in CU100 (students designated as h igh 
retention risk ) avoided probation.

- 32% of  the students in CU100 achieved 3.0 or h igher.70% of  the 
students on probation w ere no longer on probation the fol low ing 
semester.

- Of  the 7 students w ho ended below  2.0 ? 2 w ere very close (1.999 
and 1.98).

- One student w ent f rom probation to Dean's List (3.76) and had 
an overal l  GPA  grow th of  2.1 ? in one semester
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Spring 2017 CU-100 Col lege Study Strategy data (3 sections, 
total  of  18 students)

- 33% of  the probation students achieved semester GPA s 
over 3.0.

- One of  the probation students achieved a 3.87 (Dean's 
List) raising h is Cum GPA  to 2.91.

- 2 students achieved Cum GPA s of  3.0 or greater.

- 66% of  the students achieved GPA s of  2.0 or h igher and 
are of f  probation.

- Returning Probation: Of  the 6 students w ho didn't reach 
a Cum GPA  of  2.0 or h igher, one w as very close (1.939). 
A l l  made tremendous grow th for semester GPA s. For 
ex ample, one earned a 2.21 semester GPA  (prev ious 
semester and Cum GPA  w as a .455). Tw o others w ere in 
simi lar si tuations (1.37 to 2.899; 1.05 to 2.07) and w i l l  
l ik ely be of f  probation af ter nex t semester.

- 94% of  the students achieved semester GPA s above 2.0.

In analyzing the LASSI first and second test data, it was found that the 
mean of all categories in the second test scores for students was 50 or 
higher. This is significant growth and shows that after one semester, all of 
the students had achieved at least an average level of ability in all of the 
key areas of success, and most had substantially higher levels of skill.

Additionally, the analysis of the data revealed the following means for 
lowest scores on the first administration (week 1), the highest scores on 
the second administration (week 14), and the mean change growth overall.
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LASSI Fall 2016

LOWEST PRE-TEST HIGHEST POST-TEST HIGHEST CHANGE

TST 33.2 SFT 66.48 TST 31.7

MOT33.5 TMT 67.07 MOT31.8

TMT 34.1 UAR 68.07 TMT 30.8

Observat ion: The highest areas of change were also the lowest areas on 
the pre-test. The appearance of motivation in the lowest scores and 
highest area of change suggests growth mindset, as students seemed to 
show an increased urgency and sense of ability to change their condition. 
It also suggests that as motivation improves skill level improves because 
students begin to use the strategies to improve their academic standing.
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SPRING 2017

LOWEST PRE-TEST HIGHEST POST-TEST HIGHEST CHANGE

SFT 26 SMI 72.85 TMT 45.8

UAR 26.2 TST 72.5 SFT 44.1

TMT 30.4 ANX 70.2 INP 38.9

Observat ion: Time management is a consistent indicator in both 
semesters. Its appearance on the lowest area and highest area of change 
for both semesters suggests that growth in time management positively 
impacts all other areas of growth and reinforces the curriculum choice of 
introducing it the first week of class and continual reinforcement of it each 
week throughout the semester.

In conclusion, this data revealed that the LASSI is a useful tool for 
facilitating metacognition and growth mindset with college students ? 
particularly with students who have been placed on probation and are 
enrolled in a college success course that reinforces the LASSI as a measure 
of growth in applying course strategies.
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LASSI  Success  st or ies

Eve   Wal den, Val encia Col l ege
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Valencia College is well acquainted 
with the LASSI. For years, the 
college has partnered with H&H 
Publishing to provide a study 
"plumb line" for students enrolled 
in the New Student Experience 
Course (NSE). In the past, NSE 
faculty utilized assessment results 
in assignments specifically designed 
to engage students in the 
development of personalized 
learning plans.

Three years ago, Valencia began a 
mandatory online orientation for all 
new degree-seeking students 
entering the college. Since New 
Student Orientation (NSO) is a 
component of the New Student 
Experience, the LASSI was 
integrated into this online portion 
of orientation. Now, at the 
conclusion of one of the sections of 
online orientation, students are 
asked to click the link to the LASSI. 
Students complete the assessment 
and results are sent to Valencia. 
That data is retrieved and included 
in the on-campus orientation 

paperwork for students to 
reference, and for advisors to note. 
During NSO advising, the results 
can be referenced to direct students 
based on observational data, 
helping them design a schedule 
suitable for their strengths. By 
completing the assessment in 
orientation, all students are assured 
of having results when they enroll 
in the NSE course, another required 
experience for degree-seeking 
students in their first year at the 
college. Faculty are still able to 
utilize the LASSI for course 
assignments and with greater 
participation from their students. 
Incorporating the LASSI in this 
manner is a practical example of 
the partnership between NSO and 
the NSE course.

During summer orientations, 
Valencia serves approximately 
11,000 students. Since this model 
has been utilized, approximately 
40,000 students have completed the 
LASSI.



LASSI   f or    New  
 St udent   Or ientat ion

Shane Ar mst r ong, Ed.D. 
Kent ucky Wesl eyan Col l ege
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At Kentucky Wesleyan College, the 
LASSI is a valuable tool that is 
administered to all incoming 
students during New Student 
Orientation as they prepare to 
take KW 101, the Freshmen 
Seminar, during their first 
semester of enrollment.

The results of the student scores 
are shared with KW 101 faculty 
prior to the first day of classes. 
This allows faculty, in a crucial 
class, to know in advance of any 
students who may already be 
struggling with anxiety or 
motivation issues.

Through the Student Success 
Center, a weekly workshop is 
presented focusing on a different 
scale of the LASSI. We begin the 
series with Anxiety during the 
first full week of the semester and 
reach out to students who had 
low Anxiety scores with an 
invitation through campus mail. 
We incentivize attendance at all 

workshops with homemade 
baked goods and the chance to 
win a gift card.

During the second full week of 
classes, a classroom presentation 
by our Dean of Student Success, 
is given to students in every 
section of the Freshmen Seminar 
course. The Dean distributes a 
worksheet with scores to each 
student at the beginning of the 
presentation and asks them to 
write down strategies for any 
scale where their score was lower 
than 50%.

Thr ough t he St udent  

Success Cent er , a 

weekly wor kshop is 

pr esent ed f ocusing on a 

dif f er ent  scal e o f  l assi.
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The presentation explains what each scale measures and gives strategies to 
address deficiencies in each scale. What seems to pique student interest and 
gain their buy-in are questions/statements that follow each scale description. For 
example,

 

 

Each week throughout the 
semester, students receive 
emails and campus mail 
reminding them about the 
workshops, flyers are posted 
throughout campus and 
workshops are announced in 
the Freshmen Seminar 
course.

The LASSI has become an important retention 
tool on our campus.
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l assi   use   at    mont gomer y   count y 
communit y  col l ege

dar r y l   wil l iams, M.S.

What we have done for our Strategies for College Success classes 
(SCS-101) is have students do a pre-test during the first two weeks 
of the semester and have them complete the post-test during the 
last two weeks. We have them complete a short exercise to assess 
and review their pre- and post-test results in the form of a short 
essay. This has been very helpful to students as they see their 
academic growth and progress as well as what areas they still 
need to continue to work on. Approximately 600 Montgomery 
County Community College students have completed the 
pre/post-testing and follow-up assignment.

Below you will find the 5-question assignment we give to students. 
It 's really self-reflective for them and gives them a sense of pride 
and confidence to see how far they have grown in various areas 
during the class.

St r at egies f or  

Col l ege Success 

(SCS -  101)



Am I a Master  Student?

Directions: Answer all five essay questions in paragraph form. Explain in 
detail.

Goal : This is an oppor tunity for you to reflect on your results from the 
LASSI post- test. Using the guiding questions below, you will begin to 
evaluate and analyze ways in which you improved from your pre- test as 
well as elements within this course.

Compare and contrast your LASSI pre- test and post- test results and 
respond to the following questions.

1. In what areas did you improve based on the LASSI results? (Ex., 
Motivation, Concentration, Anxiety, Test Taking, Time- Management, 
Use of Academic Resources, etc.) How will you continue to reinforce 
these areas next semester?

2. In what areas do you still need to improve upon based on the LASSI 
results? Did you decline in any areas? Why?

3. What are you going to do the same or differently in your classes next 
semester in order to help you learn? Explain.

4. What subject did you enjoy learning about the most in this class? 
What was your least favor ite topic? Why?

5. What suggestions do you have (if any) to make the class even better?

(Please be honest with your responses! Thank you)
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You- Tube   Video  on
t he    Model    of    st r at egic   l ear ning

Tayl or   Acee,  Ph.D., Texas  Stat e  Univer sit y

Author of the LASSI and Model of 
Strategic Learning, Claire Ellen 
Weinstein, Ph.D., was a pioneer in 
learning strategies research. 
Synthesizing research in the fields 
of education and psychology, Dr. 
Weinstein identified three major 
components as key to becoming a 
strategic learner and succeeding 
academically:

Skill, Will, and Self-Regulation

Dr. Weinstein recognized these 
three interrelated components were 
necessary to students' learning and 
academic success. The skill 
component, knowing HOW to 
successfully complete an 
educational task, for example, 
writing a paper was not going to be 
enough without the will component, 
generating the motivation to 
actually DO the work required for 
success on the task. In addition to 
skill and will, Dr. Weinstein 
identified self-regulation as a crucial 
component in the learning process. 
Even when students have high 
levels of skill and will to accomplish 

an academic task, they must still 
oversee and actively manage the 
entire learning process. 
Self-regulation occurs on global 
levels (e.g., managing one's time by 
creating a semester calendar) and 
on real-time levels (e.g., managing 
concentration from 
moment-to-moment while 
studying).

In developing The Model of 
Strategic Learning, Dr. Weinstein 
outlined the characteristics of each 
of the three components of 
strategic learning: skill, will, and 
self-regulation.
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LASSI  SCALES

- Aniet y
- At t it ude
- Concent r at ion
- Inf or mat ion  Pr ocessing
- mot ivat ion
- sel ect ing  main  ideas
- sel f - t est ing
- t est   st r at egies
- t ime  management
- using  academic  r esour ces



LASSI scales are directly related to these components as follows:

Using LASSI with The Model of Strategic Learning (MSL) allows students and 
educators to identify strengths and weaknesses, capitalizing on strengths and 
targeting areas in need of improvement. Educators can use the MSL as a framework 
for developing curriculum and interventions for students. Teaching students about 
the MSL can help them develop a stronger understanding about how learning works 
and improve their strategic approaches to learning.

In this presentation, LASSI (3rd Edition) co-author Dr. Taylor Acee provides an 
overview of Weinstein's Model of Strategic Learning and discusses strategies for 
improving learning and success in college.

Skil l  Scal es:  

- Inf or mat ion  Pr ocessing
- Sel ect ing  Main  Ideas
- Test   St r at egies

Wil l  Scal es: 

- Anxiet y
- At t it ude
- Mot ivat ion

Sel f - Regul at ion Scal es: 

- Concent r at ion
- Sel f - Test ing
- Time  Management
-  Using  Academic  Resour ces
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